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Непертурбативная масштабная аномалия и составные
операторы в калибровочных теориях поля

6 асимптотически несвободных калибровочных теориях с нетри-
виальной неподвижной точкой исследуется нарушение масштабной
симметрии (масштабная аномалия), обусловленное непертурбативной
РСАС динамикой. В двухпетлевом приближении получено аналитичес-
кое выражение для глюонного конденсата. Показано, что форма ано-
малии зависит от типа фазы теории, к которой она относится. Под-
тверждена гипотеза о мягком поведении на малых расстояниях сос-
тавных операторов в таких теориях.

V.P.Guaynin, V.A. Miransky

Nonperturbatlve Scale Anomaly and Composite Operators in

Gauge Field Theories

In non-aaymptotically free gauge theories with a non-trivi-

al ultraviolet fixed point scale symmetry breaking (the scale

anooaly) caused by the nonperturbative PCAC dynamics is studied.

In the two-loop approximation the analytical expression for the

gluon condensate is obtained. It is shown that the form of the

anomaly depends on the type of the phase of a theory to which it

relates. The hypothesis about the soft behaviour at small distan-

oes of composite operators in such theories is confirmed.
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Яоп-asymptotlcally free (КАР) gauge theories with a criti-

cal coupling oonstant od
e
 ^ О (non;fcrivial ultraviolet fixed point)

separating two phases with different structures of renormaliza-

tlons can give an example of continuum fixed theories with non-

trivial $ - matrix [/I.2J (see also the reviews [з^ ). Ihey can
be either Abelian theories or non-Abelian theories with suffici-

ently large number of fermions. At present such theories are be-

ing intensively etudied: the existence of such a critical coup-

line constant is supported by computer simulations in lattice

QED [4J i applications of NAP gauge theories for the descripti-

on of the dilaton dynamics and in the technicolor scheme has

been considered in Refs. £5-7 ][•

In the present paper scale symmetry breaking (the scale

anomaly) oauaed by the nonperturbative PCAC dynamics is studied.

In the two-loop approximation we derive the analytical expres-

sion for the vacuum average of the divergence of the dilatation

current (the gluon condensate) generalizing the recent relation

for the case of the chiral limit (when fermion current masses

equal zero) £ e3 • This expression shows that the fora of the

anomaly depends on the type of the phase of a theory to which

it relates. Also, the recent hypothesis £<}J about a soft beha-

viour at small distances of composite operators in such theori-

es will be confirmed.

As is well known, in vector-like gauge theories the folio-

wing relation for the divergence of the dilatation current oO

takes place in all orders of perturbation theory [iOJJ

ът\ CD

where the energy-momentum tensor /VVi(9"*v,), /W'S»v ̂  ""*)
and /VC^F- % ) (.< ~ 1,**—,H ie *be index of the flavour
group) are properly defined composite operators, ]f

m
i Ы )

is the anonalous dimension of the operator A/((p- 4*i )
 a n d

 "?«/

is a current mass of the i-th fermion. If one assumes the con-

ventional point of view that there is only one phase in coup-
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constant in asymptotically free (A?) theories, then the

relation (1) with the ordinary J&CaL} and Jm/G*) functions

should be exact there» Another situation can take place In flfAF

gauge theories with a fixed point et
e
 > 0 where the critical

coupling o<
c
 separates two phases with different structures of

renormalizations, in particular, with different functions

and ffmite) C
2
'5] • Indeed, it has recently been shown

that in this case the scale anomaly in the supercritical (oL >ai
c
)

phase essentially differs from that in the perturbative phase with

oL < <ot
c
 *K In the paper [вЗ the chiral limit ( m

el
 = О )

has been considered. In the present paper we generalize these

results to the case of the dynamics with arbitrary mass matrix

(rh
c
\j -^aSij^O

 Z
K We shall show that in the two-loop (lad-

j j

der) approximation the vacuum average <̂ 0/ Ы, (0*"^ )/0>

in the continuum NAF gauge theories with a fixed point is

К

where /Z is a dimension of the fermion representation of the

gauge group 0- , rrtj is a dynamical (i.e. connected with spon

taneous chiral symmetry breaking) mass of feraiions and

* ffi-d is the total mass of the i-th fermion.

1
^As it has been noted in Ref.feJ , under certain conditions

these results can be applied also in AF theories where they

reproduce the scale anomaly part connected with the nonpertur-

bative dynamics in the critical regime with the " frozen "

running coupling etfa*)— o(
e
 ( such AP theories have recently

been considered in the technicolour scheme [11] ).

2
^As is well known, using chiral transformations one can al-

ways reduce a mass matrix m
e
 to the diagonal fova.(m^)£j ̂ mei

with mel >,0 .
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Also, it will be shown that (compare with

where Л ie an ultraviolet cut-off and the functions

and y
m
i (d. ) relate to the supercritical ( 6L > d

e
 ) phaee

(see Bqe. (21) and (22) below). By definition, the operators

M, C&^v) • М^„/=••"")and niciN^ipiVi) we use are the

canonical operators minus the contribution of their vacuum expec-

tation values relating to the free maaalesa fields t

""*-<oice

ы
^ Here П7

{
(Л) is a bare таен of the

i-th fezinion and the current masses we use relate to the nor-

malization point j* = О . The expression for the chiral conden-

sate has already been obtained (in the two-loop approximation)

in the paper [9J J

It ie remarkable that the single subtraction (4) alone pro-

vides finiteness of all matrix elements in Iqa. (2) and (3).



This point agrees with the hypothesis about the soft behaviour

at email distances of composite operators in NAP gauge theories

with a fixed point recently suggested in Ref. [$"]• N o t e

property doee not take place neither in the perturbative

phase (where in this approximation the Johnson-Baker-Willey (JEW)

-like solution £l2]J takes place) nor in asymptotically free theo-

ries (in more detail eee below)•

Ae in Ref.fXJ, to derive the relations (2) and O ) we use

the method of the effective potential for composite operators

[13J. In the two-loop (ladder) approximation the effective poten-

tial V takes the following form in the Landau gauge £i3]| t

(7)

9
О -1

where the fermion propagator G(p) ~ (P А(р
г
)&*)

(in this approximation А(р
г
) =* 1 [э,13] ), Л = jj?

( С (IZ ) is the value of the quadratic Casimir operator in

the Iermion representation [n\ of the gauge group Q ) ,

K ) &«£*> воц^юThe potential V
 i a t h e

 energy density of a state for

which the fermion propagator equals G </° ) . The eitre-

mum condition /j~8 ~ О leads to the following nonli-

near integral Sohwinger-Dyson equation %

(9)

$V)
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Due to the Lorentz invariance of the ground state the vacuum

average of the divergence of the dilatation current is

Q \ (Ю)

where S
t
- is a solution of the equation (9)*

To derive Eqs. (2) and (3) the following relation will be

useful t

Си)

It follows from the eztremum condition at 8
e
- = 3/

with respect to the transformations 8± ~t>8-
e
*^ =r м 8. (Р/#

г
 )

for the effective potential V(6) (^(B^^^VfB-
 л

*/х*
л т
'
сл
У/());

du =0 . (12)

from Sqe. (6)-(8) and (10), (11) we find t

/

Xhie relation together with the relation

А Л e/̂  U Bj(u) (14)

Л* J U +

»

following from the equation (9) will be basio ones for the

determination of the vacuum average <0/Л£ СЭ"*1^
At A < A

C
« % , f * < ̂

c
 . ̂ 5<Г

the equation (9) hae the JW-like solution [ 12J t

л-*-»
0,
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Substituting the expression (15) in Eq. (13) and using Eq. (14)

we find :

Xhue, in the perturbative phase the vacuum average of the so

defined energy-momentum tensor diverges*

Another situation takes pleoe in the supercritical (oL >oic')

phase. In this case spontaneous ohlral symmetry breaking takes

place and the solution of the equation (9)has tbe following ultra

violet asymptotica £2~\ i

- О*, ?f» - ̂ ЛШВгЛ Si.,
and m^t = mj t m

ei
 = % C/>*) \

 p
t

 a o
 .

The current тавэ П7
е
£ , relating to the nornalissation point

— О , is expressed through the bare mass /77/ СЛ) by the

relation £2,9j«

She dynamical паев т,/ is determined from the relation

and is the oantinuum limit it remains finite if the following

rebormalieation of the coupling constant ia performed {/I-3j«

(go)
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Substituting the expression (17) in Eq . (13) and using Eq«(14)

we obtain the relation (2) in the continuum limit (20).

Prom Eqs. (18) and (20) we find the functions jBCtl) and Д,
 t
dt)

in the supercritical phase :

-.

As it is seen, this fe - function has the ultraviolet stab-

le zaro at at. —ot
c
 —

ж
/зС(п') -

Using the well known relation

W/rfl) л ) (23)

following, for example, from the functional integral represen-

tation for the vacuum energy density ]/f8/^) » end Bqs. (6),

(9), (17) and (21) we find that

(in the present approximation the relation (24) can also be

obtained by the direct calculation of <0M£tf£,,,/r"'"9/0>j see

fig.D.Eq. (24) together witb Bqe.(5) and (22) imply «ie relati-

on (5).

Xhe soft behaviour at small distances of composite ope-

rators in HAJP gauge theories with a fixed point is in parti-

cular manifested in .that the renormalizations of the bare mass

and of the coupling constant (see Bqs. (18) and (19))provide

finiteness of the vacuum energy density <.OI//m(&*,)IO> ̂ VtS)

in the continuum limit. Let us show that the relation (3)

is the direct consequence of this property. Indeed, due t* it

we havet

4r
dot A
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к
LГ ,(25)

In deriving tale equation we used Eq. (21) - (23) and also the

relation

fp (26)

following, for example, from the functional integral represen-
tation for V. Taking into acoount the fact that the general
form of Vfotfa\W>yA) is

where f ±a a certain function, from Eq. (10) and (25) we

obtain the relation (3)«

Thus, in NAP gauge theories with a fixed point the mecha-

nism of scale syirxietry breaking is intimately connected with

the soft behaviour at small distances of composite operators.

Uote that this property does not take place in AJ? theories. In

those the behaviour at small distances of composite operators

coincides, up to logarithmic factors, with that one in free

theories, To obtain finite composite operators in this case,

it is not sufficient to perform the subtraction of the type

(4)} one must perform the subtraction of the vacuum average

including whole perturbative contribution (lO, 14J • For examp-

le; mtMCViH';} - * т
г
ел-)[((Р

г
Ч^) -<0\4>t4i\0>^ J ,

0~ Г < / 6 ~ J >
and so on« On the one hand, such a procedure is necessary, on

the other hand, such a separation of perturbative and nonper-

turbative contributions leads to some difficulties in substan-

tiating the operator product expansion method in AP theories

5A3« in HA? gauge theories with a fixed point the supercriti-

cal and perturbative phasee are separated* Therefore, in this

case the problem of perturbative contribution separation does

not arise at all.

The results of the present paper show that Ш& gauge theo-

ries can give an example of theories with a new (aoftJ type of
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scale symmetry breaking. We also think that the dependence of the

form of anomalies (not only the scale one) on the type of the

phase to which they relate can be rather general phenomenon

which deserves further study. It would be interesting to examine

these ooncluuions by computer simulations in lattice theoriea.
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